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Greetings and welcome to another issue of EWB Pitt

Monthly! Our executive board has been busy this spring

semester with a whole host of activities and projects.  

The fundraising team held our yearly event at Wigle

Whisky, where we had a ton of fun and raised some

money! 

During the University of Pittsburgh's Sustainability

week, our chapter also hosted Unwind and Upcycle,

where students had the opportunity to learn more about

sustainability and environmentalism.  

The local projects team has been making huge strides in

our local Pittsburgh community. This team has several

cool projects in the works for next semester. 

Lastly, our international project is excited to have their

first assessment trip coming up in mid-August!  

A Message From our 
Executive Board
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This past semester, the fundraising team had one of our

favorite events at Wigle Whiskey! There were around 50

people in attendance, 2 bands, plenty of food, and we

raised some money! Thank you so much for everyone

that helped out or attended; the support for making the

food was excellent. We hope to continue the annual

tradition of this event, so see you next year! 

The last bake sale was primarily run by the local projects

group, who did an excellent job, especially with the

tabling portion. Their attitude was excellent, and all who

passed by the bake sale table outside of the Union were

forced to shield their eyes from their sunny

demeanor. Thank you so much to the local team and also

to everyone who contributed baked goods, or even

stopped by and contributed their patronage. 

The fundraising group also had a Five Guys fundraiser

on April 10th, where we made around $53, which is more

than our last Five Guys fundraiser. These events aren’t

enormously profitable, but it’s great to spread the word

about EWB, and involves more students. Flyering is a

tough job, so much appreciation to all those who took on

the daunting task, and to all who went to Five Guys that

day. 

EWB hosted an event called Unwind and Upcycle, as part

of Pitt’s Sustainability Week in April. The event was

funded by an OCC Late Night Mini Grant, and had a

focus on sustainability and environmentalism. We had a

great turnout, with around 45 people from various

sustainability related clubs at Pitt. We encouraged each

participant to bring an upcycled planter with them, and

during the event, we watched the movie Wall-E, had a

short presentation about sustainability at Pitt, and

planted succulents in the recycled planters. Food for the

event was catered by FeelGood, a youth movement

committed to ending extreme poverty by 2030. The event

was a success, and a great opportunity for members of

our club to connect with members from other clubs at

Pitt, and socialize/de-stress in anticipation for finals! 

Events

EWB FUN!
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Our project at the vacant lot on Hamlet Street in South Oakland is proceeding slowly but surely. We cleaned 

up the lot on Saturday, March 17th and are still working on getting members trained in rain gardens. 

Although the lot is not suitable for a rain garden, we are working with StormWorks to understand the 

process behind rain gardens and when to utilize them. 

Local projects experienced some difficulties at the beginning of this spring semester, but we have weathered

the storm and did a great job with the various projects as the semester progressed. We have many new

members in addition to those who contributed during the fall semester, and these newfound contributions

have allowed us to do great work around Pittsburgh. 

Local Projects

Lastly, we are working with our old friends at GTECH to design a playground structure specifically for 

students with autism at Pittsburgh Classical Academy. A dedicated group of our members have just about 

finished the design process and will soon have it approved for construction over the summer. We are very 

excited and optimistic about the differences we can make in local projects in the coming semester. 
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We have made a lot of progress on our project with the community of Ococona, Nicaragua, since the last

newsletter. We have been in weekly contact with Ococona leaders and they have expressed how excited the

community is to begin working with us. We are finalizing the trip details for our first assessment trip this

summer and are excited to have the travel team picked. Everyone in the group has been hard at work on the

pre-trip assessment documentation to make the trip this summer a reality. The technical groups have been

focusing on the aspects of the documentation and what technical data collection, such as water testing, we

want to conduct while we are there this summer.  

The public health group has been hard at work alongside the technical team creating data collection tools

for the trip to complement the technical data. One of these forms of data collection will be the community

survey, which will provide us deeper insight into the communities needs and desires for the project. We are

excited by how much was accomplished this semester and are looking forward to continuing this

partnership with Ococona. 

International Project

Four members of our chapter recently attended a conference held by the EWB Harvard Chapter on failure.

Katrina Haidari and Samantha Schloder spoke at one of the sessions on our chapter's closed project in

Tapagem, Brazil. During the presentation they recognized the mistakes our chapter has made and provided

the audience with the opportunity to learn from them.  

After this failure forum, we realized that we don’t have all the answers, which doesn’t have to be a bad

thing. We are only college students who have just barely scraped the surface as to what engineering has to

offer, but we have come to realize that we are not the first ones to go through this process. In EWB there

are a plethora of chapters that have accomplished water projects, with just as many who have had failed. By

listening to these experiences and learning from past mistakes our chapter can help ensure that our new

project in Ococona is a success 

Failure Forum at Harvard University 
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me. The international aspect really drew my attention, and the fact that the club really changes peoples’ 

lives with engineering really appealed to me. 

Q: What have you learned from being apart of EWB? 

A: EWB has really taught me a lot about teamwork and what my role is within a team. It has also taught 

me about how life is in less developed countries and made me appreciate my life and the privileges that I 

have even more.  

Name: Dillon Garrett (Freshman) 

Major: Computer Engineering 

Concentration: Software 

Involvement: EWB International, Pitt En Sabah Nur Ultimate Frisbee team 

Interests: Engineering!, Computers, Statistics, Mathematics, Gaming,

Professional Sports/Sportswriting, Ultimate, Traveling, Hiking/Backpacking,

Working Out 

Q: Why did you choose EWB?  

A: I wanted to get involved with an engineering club and EWB stood out to  

Student Spotlight! 

Email :  ewb .usa .pitt@gmail .com  

Website :  pittewb .wordpress .com  

Find  us  on  Facebook :  PittEWB

For  general  information  and  questions  

CONTACT US!


